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Blarbuie Project Data Analysis

Introduction
In  a number of people started to discuss the potential for restoring the
neglected unwelcoming woods around Argyll and Bute Psychiatric Hospital
Extensive consultation was carried out by Reforesting Scotland plans were
made and a Partnership was formed comprising Reforesting Scotland the NHS
Argyll Green Woodworkers Association the Scottish Association for Mental
Health and Lochgilphead Community Council Funds were raised and work
began on the ground in   involving many users of mental health services
disabled people young people contractors and volunteers and the site was
opened as a public park in   with allabilities paths and facilities and
interpretation In four years there has been a sevenfold increase in the number
of people walking in the Woods which was mostly planted in the Victorian era
when the Hospital previously known as ‘Asylum’ was built
The Partnership wanted to find out and reveal what benefits the participants and
users were experiencing in terms of health confidence and skills and what the
visiting public gained from the place and what ideas people had for future use
and development The Scottish Community Action Research Fund and the
Scottish Community Development Centre and Communities Scotland provided
support and resources and the research plan and methodology were approved
by the North of Scotland Research Ethics Committee and Research and
Development at NHS Highland The Research Team comprised Blarbuie
Woodland Coordinator Hugh Fife as Chief Investigator with five Researchers
most of them users of mental health services

Throughout the process the Research Team had the invaluable assistance of
Mentor Jean Gordon The methodology involved the use of handheld digital
recording devices and the interviewing of a divers range of people using and
walking in the Woods – workers volunteers service users disabled people staff
of Argyll and Bute Hospital and the adjacent Mid Argyll Community Hospital
health professionals dog walkers the general public and visitors
Several documents were produced to back up the interview process including
information sheets listed questions and consent forms No one under
seventeen was interviewed Overall age range was from late teens to late
eighties Over fifty people were interviewed The Research results and analysis
are being disseminated in three formats – the Report the Powerpoint
presentation and a descriptive multimedia DVD
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The Questions:
‘What’s brought you to the Woods today?’
‘How often do you come to the Woods? eg frequently occasionally or visiting
for the first time’
‘Do you have a favourite place in the Woods…Or a favourite activity?’
‘Do you think that coming to the Woods affects your health and wellbeing? And
in what ways?’
‘Can you think of anything that would help you to get more out of being in the
Woods?’
‘Is there anything else you would like to say?’
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What’s brought you to the woods today?
Reason

Number

To walk

 (including dog
walking:  to walk
on special paths:)

To work in/ manage the woods
To get out of the hospital/ For a (lunch) break from
work/ escape routine
To see what’s going on/ the project
To get some fresh air/ to get out
For peace/tranquillity/ sanctuary
For the animal life
Combining with other activities in Lochgilphead
eg shopping childcare hospital visit
Relaxation and enjoyment
To talk to people



For the plant life/ trees



Because it’s a lovely day



For woodland activities



For shade



To entertain children



Responded to advert



Smells



To sit



Number of participants:

(Some participants gave more than one reason)
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What’s brought you to the woods today?
“I fancied a walk and the woodland is the best place to walk to because it gives
you peace and tranquillity and there’s loads of lovely trees and flowers and
bridges”
“I feel that going to the woods I escape from the hospital for a little while so it’s
escape from the hospital and environment”
“What’s brought me today is an interest with what’s going on with the
woodland project”

“Today I’ve come to work
milling timber that’s been
felled here”

“I come with service users and the support worker and we do some work round
the woodland project”
“I suppose that’s what I’m doing there mostly is helping one way or another so
whether it’s helping with the woodland management side or helping at an event
it’s both the same kind of activity essentially it’s kind of helping deliver
objectives of the group in the wood”
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“I like to see animals and see what’s going on everything’s alright you know?”

“Because there’s a lot of activities like
making paths and enjoying and being
out in the woods and that and instead of
being stuck at home Enjoyment get to
hear like birds singing and see squirrels
and stuff like that Good nature walks”
“Yeah we seen a squirrel beautiful
creatures”

“I’m in the hospital and it helps me get out the hospital to get for a walk in the
wood It helps…I usually sing in the wood because it encourages me to get over
my fear of places like that It’s…challenging something inside myself something
that kind…frightens me something that…because I have a fear of men because
I’ve been abused and it helps to me to get over that fear of it happening”
“Working in the woods with the woodland squad”
“To chill out”
“Well I come mainly when I’m at work and I nip out for a bit of peace and
sanctuary So it tends to be a little escape from a day to day work routine”
“It’s somewhere you relax and just…I find I think better”
“I enjoy a stroll at lunchtime it helps to clear usually my head I quite…just find
it quite a good way of relaxing and having lunch so quite often come through
for a stroll and I actually quite like to see what’s been happening what the
patients from the hospital have been creating and… That’s usually my reason for
coming”
“Lovely fresh air Takes you away from the traffic Fresh air we’re not that far
away from traffic…”
“I’m walking my dog but I am also seeking a time of quiet”
“I just fancied getting out stretching my legs”
“I’m working in the woods I’m doing some footpath raking at the moment
that’s what I’m busy at”
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“I think partly the weather has
brought us today and also it’s a
nice time of year – it’s the spring
so thought it was a good time to
go out and have a look at the
woods and see what’s going on
because new things are growing
and you’ve got the wildlife as well
so… That was one of the reasons
why we decided to go out to the
woods today”

“Seeing the poster and that there was going to be that much happening And I
have no idea about the woodland walk or the park I’ve been coming here to this
hospital for twenty years and the only place I knew where to walk was the golf
course and I’ve discovered a whole new multimedia grass smell textured day”
“It’s a lovely day the sun is shining I’ve got a very energetic dog and it’s an ideal
place to let him have a run”

“Somewhere to walk that is nice
that’s got nice quiet shaded areas
with beautiful beautiful
woodwork benches and things
And lot’s of wee surprises like
wee beasts on things on a trunk
It’s magical it’s magical”
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How often do you come to the woods?
Frequency

Number

First time



Occasionally



Regularly eg weekly fortnightly



Often (usually daily or several times a day)



Total



How often do you come to the woods?
“Pretty regular”
“Mostly here I’m on a work day but I do wander round occasionally maybe once
every month or so”
“Fairly regularly fairly regular I go through them most days”
“About twice a week”
“Occasionally”
“Usually a couple of times a day”
“When I’m working I could walk through the woods four or five times a day And
generally it’s just once or twice a day during the working week”
“About three times a week”
“I come every day when I’m here I enjoy it every day I like the quiet the
peace”
“Used to be every day but now it’s less often because I can go further afield”
“I do not live here but…and only discovered the Blarbuie Woodland Project a
week ago but have come every day since even in the rain”
“Since the first time I went into the woods which was a month ago in fact
probably about four weeks ago I’ve been going more regularly I would say I’ve
been here twice a week”
“This is the first time we’ve ever been”
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What’s your favourite place in the woods?
Favourite Place

Number

High board walk



Everywhere/ No one spot



The top (high) woods
Places to sit/ picnic
The viewpoints (both high and low)**
All the walks (paths)
The wigwam
Built things (for art/ fun)
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(Running) water



Willow bower



Placards and signs



Top of the Annexe



The Rowan Path



Bird feeders



Shady bits
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What’s your favourite activity in the woods?
Activity

Number of people

Woodland work
Developing woodland skills



Making woodland products



Bush craft



Dog walking



Recognition of plants and animals



Fun days



(Not all participants gave answers to this question)
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What is your favourite place in the woods? Or favourite activity?
“The bridge where the seat is it’s very peaceful you look into the scenery you
can see all the hills and the trees and…”

“I like to go to the where
the water is”
“I like where there’s a burn
and…running water and…”

“No just generally all round the place”
“What I like to do when I’m not working I like to walk to the upper woods I find
it very relaxing and calming And I’ve got two dogs and they enjoy it too”
“I kind of like natural things but like the living willow seat I think’s absolutely
fabulous And things like that give me so much personal pleasure”

“My favourite place is that
wee the wee seat and…with
the like the crazy paving”
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“It’s just really getting involved with all the aspects of woodland work you
know”
“Right a favourite place I think it’s in the high wood the highest point in the
high wood”
“And probably looking at a lot of the woodwork I quite like arts and crafts
myself so I quite like looking at it and think “gosh I wish I could make this”

“I have a
favourite place
it’s the
boardwalk…I sit
up there and I can
look out for
hours and enjoy”

“Aye I like the smell all the different sort of seasons in the woods I mean I’m
quite an outdoor person I’m quite an earthy person so I quite enjoy the kind of
environment the different times of year Aye probably the smell and different
things lying about It’s quiet peaceful apart for the midgies it’s the only thing I
don’t like”
“Well just generally helping out round the woodland project with the service
users”
“I like the viewpoint”
“The bush craft”
“I like the high wood particularly as it’s further away from civilisation”
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Reasons people gave for choosing favourite places and activities
Reason

Number of people

Stillness/ peace/ calm/ relaxation/ reflection
Plants in the area eg trees wild flowers climbers



Seeing and listening to wildlife eg squirrels birds
Activity/ work and fun: children running around
dogs enjoying it
Scenery/ views/ outlook
Senses  touch smell feel colour hearing
Ease of access
Nature/ the natural environment



Beauty



Isolation



Openness



Shelter



Why do people choose to go to different places in the woods?

The numbers are all percentages (taken from the data analysis summary)
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Do you think that coming to the woods affects your health and well being?
Reason

Number

Helps me connect with nature/ appreciate what’s
around me/ changing seasons



Improves my fitness / physical health



Cheers me up/ makes me happy/ stimulated/ alert



Makes me calmer/ gives me peace of mind



Gives me a sense of confidence/achievement
Helps me to think through problems
Gives me chances to socialise/ things to talk about
Gives me drive/ motivation/an interest
Relaxes me
Gives me time alone/ space/ freedom
Takes me out of a (stressful) environment
eg work hospital ward
Helps me see the big picture



Reasons given why being in the woods improved health and wellbeing

The numbers are all percentages (taken from the data analysis summary)
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Do you think that your health and wellbeing has changed as a result of
visiting the woods? If so what kinds of changes…?
“Yeah because it gets you out of the ward and it gets you a wee bit of freedom
and you get well when you’re on your own”
“…it’s the people that are involved and what…the sense of achievement they
have is very very great there’s no doubt about that”
“Absolutely And feeling that you’ve created something out of particularly out
of things that are just existing around you actually you know we’re walking on
this walkway at the moment and these are trees that have been felled locally
milled materials been used and that sense of creation of things that you’ve
taken from the woodland made something created an amenity and then the
satisfaction of doing that and then seeing hopefully the pleasure it gives to
others I think it is terrific”

“I think what’s nice about
the woods is the
peacefulness of walking
and the big trees and the
nature and being in a place
where you can have
practice mindfulness
awareness”

“Well I come up here and I like to just experience one with one as with nature I
do really feel oneness with nature when I come up here I just sit in the woods
and just talk with the birds and you know they may say I’m away with the
fairies and pixies but still I quite like to whistle back to them and they whistle at
me and I whistle back and they whistle again… It’s just good for the wellbeing
it’s definitely improved my life yeah”
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“Furthermore it’s given me a bit of drive to you know to do more in the woods
To help with the woods”
“Definitely It definitely does Personally it’s a feeling of being grounded just
coming back to reality and what’s round about us The whole nature of it and
what’s important in life”
“A variety of things I think In terms of health there would be the access to the
open the relaxation the exercise of walking round…they can practice skills if
they’ve learned them like relaxation mindfulness just to be aware of the
nature to be aware of the trees to be aware of the leaves etc”

“For people who I refer I think a
lot of the benefit is a feeling of
achievement in actually doing
some work in the woods seeing
the benefits of their work
There’s certainly the benefit of
exercise; there’s the benefit of
fresh air; there’s the benefit of
working with others on a
project”

“And people have busy heads People have a lot of worries and anxieties and if
you’ve got a busy head it doesn’t matter if you…maybe you could be in a quiet
room in a quiet ward but if you’ve got busy head it’s hard to relax and be
grounded so I think it does help to get out into a woodland area and focus on
like other things like the nature like the trees like things that have roots and
just to help to empty the head empty…”
“Mindfulness is a state of mind we try…we try and teach about states of mind
so for example there are three main states of mind there’s emotion mind
rational mind and in between there’s wise mind And it’s good to be in a state of
wise mind and in order to help people get into that state of wise mind we have
to teach about what the other states of mind are relating to For example
emotion mind would be the…really lots of thoughts coming and going lots of
feelings coming and going in a state of emotion flux It could be positive or
negative…”
“And in mindfulness we teach skills as to how to get into that state of wise mind
and so there’s the…and one of the skills is to actually do one thing at a time so
not to have your head full of what you’re doing next day or the next hour…”
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“Yes it’s just to be very much in the here and now and the present And to be
aware of the surroundings and to be aware of the smells and the sight and the
touch Very much in the here and now and the present and to empty your mind
of plans thoughts feelings etc That’s basically one of the mindfulness skills that
I think are…you would want to employ on a walk through the woods”
“Well it’s a positive project to be involved in so that side of things it’s always
good to be involved in something when it’s working and things are going well
and that always has a positive effect on your outlook on life So it’s probably
more that side of things it’s the satisfaction of seeing other people enjoy the
woods that I suppose is closely tied to what I do professionally and therefore I
like to see that”
“Aye bound to bound to Very peaceful I use the woods a lot up our way as well
as round here and…just very tranquil Simple just peace and quiet”

“Well it’s physical fitness isn’t
it? Getting a walk it’s
something that should be
encouraged because it cuts
down your rate of…your
chances of heart attack or heart
rate”

“Peace and quiet affects your health and wellbeing”
“I think so because I’d be more inclined just to get in the car and whip round to
the hospital car park but often if I’m…yeah I’ve got a problem to think through
or I’m a wee bit troubled or feeling a bit stressed because of work walk through
the woods and it’s just lovely to see the nature and the beautiful things in the
woods And also the carvings I love the carvings and things keep changing in
the woods with the project”
“Definitely because when I first came here…I was very depressed and things so
it’s definitely helped me a lot”
“Yes definitely I think I’m a lot more confident in what I do and I’m a lot more
confident in what I say to people It’s good to meet a lot of people in different
aspects in the wood as well”
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“I’m very glad seeing as some of my work involves being in an office at a
computer and telephone it really balances things out for me to be active and
breathing in fresh air several times a week”
“It relaxes me”

“I think my overall health has
remained kind of constant I think
it’s the element of mixing with
people both the regular most
importantly the regular workers
that I work alongside in the wood
but also just bumping into people
that are just visiting the woods
Certainly…sense of wellbeing
sense of purpose really”

“Well I’m pretty healthy I’m pretty well always and one of the reasons I put that
down to is I spend a lot of time in the open air particularly in the country away
from people And this is a good place to come to be among nature where there
aren’t other people so I can just be and enjoy life”
“It makes my health feel good I’m not sitting at home watching telly I can go
and do something and make the world a better place for the environment”
“Yes because I mean I can now go out on my own and…without other people
get my thoughts up and whatever That’s what I do”
“I suppose it boosts yourcheers you up”
“Aye I’d say from the time when I was only allowed out in the grounds
and…certainly improved my sense of…my happiness”
“It takes away the stress of everyday life…”
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“Yeah I mean I notice when I’m there that you see people wandering through
some of whom are service users in the hospital some of whom are staff or
members of the public and so I’ve seen people going in there more often but if
you look at the research on things like mindfulness which is a sort of approach
in psychotherapy you know that there is evidence of that kind of outdoor
walking fresh air as helping people be more mindful”
“Yeah that’s a form of being at one with the moment and not looking too far on
and too backward in time just thinking in the moment so that would be a really
excellent place just to let your senses take in everything that’s around you”
“For some of the people that I’m working with and spending time with if we go
out and walk and talk I find they get less anxious because there’s not the noise
of the ward people leaving If you’ve got a quiet room to yourself there’s
movement telephones ringing I feel that people can’t really open up to you
because even although they know you’re kind of another end of…meant to be
independent you’re still in there in the hospital it’s still a hospital…”

“Very definitely It’s a place
to obviously to walk and
enjoy the wildlife etc but
it’s very much a place where
you feel a sense of peace
and you can meditate a
little as you walk and I
would say that any form of
quiet reflection is good for
everybody’s health”

“So quite often I just find going and being you know somewhere very good
relaxed It’s a really natural setting and I think it encourages to talk to open up
feel relaxed There’s not…certainly if you’re coming into hospital and you’re
feeling quite paranoid anxious If you’ve got me coming in to talk to you and
you take…you get to know what people are doing and what the other folk in the
ward with phones going “what’s that” it puts people immediately off talking to
you that kind of oh something’s started somebody’s knocked at the door So
yeah even if you’re making progress if you’re interrupted or something in the
ward happens then usually that’s the end of it”
“I don’t think it’s good for anybody’s mental wellbeing to be in the ward all day
In the winter as well if it’s good get wrapped up…”
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“Its good to learn what’s good for you that’s in the plants and what you could
eat and what you couldn’t eat”
“Definitely Somewhere to walk that is nice that’s got nice quiet shaded areas
with beautiful woodwork benches and things”
“Definitely yes It does because I
used to be a tree hugger but I
kind of lost touch with an
earthiness part of myself because
of my illness And coming here
just even today and walking
through the woods earlier this
morning it helps earth me it
calms me it makes me feel at
one with things without losing
who I am within that you
know…”

“It’s really boosted my confidence today really you know… ”
“Very much so because there’s so much to see and hear and sensory is very
important with the clients that I take out so it’s just a normal thing to do for
people especially people in hospital who don’t get the chance to be normal as
such So it’s good to go out and it’s good stimulation it’s also a good talking
point and it’s also good for reminiscence So yes it’s got very many advantages”
“Well I mean I think being stuck in…working being able to get out into the
fresh air I think is probably essential for all of us as part of our own health and
mental wellbeing So being able to for my own personal destressing or the
ability to be mindful for a bit or the ability to just see that you’re part of
something a bit more wider because there’s…the views that you talk about
you’re seeing over a wider community and that in itself helps you to see the sort
of the bigger expanse of…which I think helps”
“The other I get and I don’t know there’s a sense that for me there’s a sense of
especially with the bigger trees and the bigger vistas There’s a longer term thing
that’s going on”
“And you can’t help but…by…not being moved by just the wider perspective
not just as in the views obviously but the wider perspective that we’re part of
bigger things”
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“Obviously I know a lot of the people that work out in the woods but the
relationship’s different that you would have as in a one to one…if you were
working with someone’s mental health if you were sitting in a room talking
about their health the relationship changes in the different space and the
different setting where it becomes a different type of relationship What I think
has more value than people appreciate is the fact that it’s clear the
benefit…when people use something that is being constructed and maintained
and managed by somebody then they get a sense of fulfilment out of doing that
And when that person’s also somebody they know as a health care professional
as a carer and they see them then using it there is something which is reciprocal
about that which I think is beneficial”
“I was diagnosed with breast cancer and it can be a bit of a shock to the system
and that was just at the start of the woodland project and it just helped me to
see it progress and it’s helped me progress in my health It’s just an excellent
place to be”
“Yes I think it’s beneficial in that being outside lifts your spirits anyway and
walking about is a bit of exercise which is good for all of us so yeah I think it’s
great It’s very relaxing”
“Definitely I’m a happier person since I started this trail”
“And working with the other people that have been involved in the project as
well has been awful nice for me”
“Yes in a good way It’s all for the better Fresh air away from any stressful
environment It’s completely stressfree out here no problems at all Great for
anybody”
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Is there anything that would help you get more out of being in the woods?
Suggestion

Number
of people

Planting trees flowers shrubs climbers – for colour
interest brushing past listening to etc



Nothing else – fine as it is – this is all I need
Try to encourage more people into the woods
including hospital patients school children



More tidying up eg removing rubbish (litter bins)
smoothing ground
Water feature/ running water/ pool or pond area



More identification signs on trees about birds etc



Extend woodland walk eg longer more circular



Wider range of activities for different interests



More shelter eg wigwams



Direction signs to woods



More direct connection to the health
service/ encouragement to nurses to take patients out



More places to sit eg stools ‘perches’ bench in high woods



Café/ Tea and coffee making facilities



Facilities for activities – play park exercise facilities



Not too developed / keep it natural



Better disabled access



Light displays/Wind chimes



Maps of walks (and how they connect
to other walks in the area)



Sculptures and artwork (local artists)



(Most people had a suggestion – including no further development  and some
people gave more than one idea)
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Is there anything else that would help you get more out of being in the
woods?
“I would say just carry on as you’re doing because you’re very well”
“I remember a park once where there was various exercise things for joggers you
know made from wood like climbing bars and steps you know steps that go
higher and higher and lower and lower again you know sort of wooden steps”
“I was thinking that lights light displays now I don’t who would pay for that you
see the power consumption…but certainly coloured lights throughout the forest
so you could come up here at night Yeah because it’d be wonderful to come up
here at night and see the place lit up And sculptures and artwork you could
possible display local artists artwork under laminated wooden…the same as
they’ve got here you know that tells you about the woodland project and the
various things that are here in the woods
“I think to have a range of opportunities for different activities because what
suits one might not suit the other For example people might like to be
physically active and do the wheelbarrowing and work and other people might
just like to join a walk through the woods So to have a range of different
activities in relation to the woodland project would be good”
I think that some of the and again this comes to Scottish government policies
about trying to get more people involved in physical activity in volunteering in
getting…regarding walking particularly as being part of kind of as an aid to
physical wellbeing and therefore not physical but also…therefore mental and
spiritual wellbeing as well If you get the walking right then you’ll achieve that
The measures that are taken to help that along I think are very important”
“I’d like to see more people out though that is happening on a kind of more
regular basis and I’d like there to be more direct connection with health services
so that people are coming to the woods for health reasons on a regular basis”
“No I don’t think so I mean it’s a beautiful place it really is a beautiful place”

“I’d like to have more growth of
flowers I’d like more colour more
colour in it More mushrooms and
things…”
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“No I suppose the ideal would be something that well obviously we’ve talked
about is the idea of having some sort of coffee shop café up there would be
lovely because I think then you could literally go up for your lunch and you
know and have a get a wee carry out sandwich and a coffee and go and sit…”
“I suppose for the days that it’s maybe not so nice weather I think might good if
you had something undercover I know there was a wee bit that looked like a
wigwam but maybe a few things like that might be quite nice for some of the
patients that…unless they choose to be in the ward they’re out and if the
weather’s not nice they’ve nowhere to go outside and have a cigarette or
anything”
“Yes well obviously I would like to see the project extended more notice boards
for those who are ignorant not wilfully so but ignorant of wildlife For example
we’ve just seen practically a flock of wrens it’d be nice to be able identify more
species”
“The use of not a walking stick I don’t know what you call them the tramping
sticks? Because that gives you a wee bit extra balance and you’ve got a feeling
you’re actually moving helps you move you know…”
“More identification you know I like all the identification boards all the
different boards in the woods telling you which trees are which if you can’t
remember them I think that’s about it”
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Is there anything else you want to say?

“It’s the people that are
involved and what…the sense
of achievement they have is
very very great there’s no
doubt about that”

“I just think more people should use the woods”
“Well I mean I see lots of people of all sorts you know all ages and abilities
walking through the woods and I don’t know they obviously get a lot of
enjoyment out of it see them regularly here”
“Just try another skill”
“And feeling that you’ve
created something out of
particularly out of things that
are just existing around you
You know we’re walking on
this walkway at the moment
and these are trees that have
been felled locally milled
materials been used and that
sense of creation of things
that you’ve taken from the
woodland made something
created an amenity and then
the satisfaction of doing that
and then seeing hopefully the
pleasure it gives to others”
“Just that I think this has been an utterly brilliant project and the folk I’ve got to
know through it and people I’ve worked with and the clients that are using it
It’s just all been good”
24
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Big Messages
People come to the woods for many reasons: to walk work find out about the
Blarbuie project for the animal and plant life for fresh air for a break (eg from
work or the hospital ward) and to find peace and tranquillity
All of those interviewed thought that coming to the woods improved their
health and well being in some way
Over a third of those interviewed thought that coming to the woods improved
their physical health and fitness   of the participants said that coming to the
woods improved their mental health and well being
Participants in the research described how they felt their mental health and well
being was enhanced by working in and visiting the woods Some people
described how the woods helped them feel more alert active and stimulated
Others found that the woods were calming giving opportunities to relax reflect
and find “peace of mind”
Woodland workers experienced many of the same health benefits as visitors to
the woods Their work also offered opportunities to develop skills confidence
satisfaction and relationships with other workers
Both workers and visitors to the woods
stressed the importance of the natural
environment to them including
opportunities to “connect with nature”
and a wide range of sensory experience
such as views colours smells sounds
and touch Animals especially birds and
squirrels and a range of plants were
important in creating interest as well as
a more general feeling of appreciating one’s surroundings living “in the
moment” and enjoying the atmosphere of the woods
The findings suggest that it is important to people’s health to have different
kinds of environments within the woodland For example some people seek
quietness and isolation in more remote parts of the woods whilst others look for
activity and stimulation in more populated locations such as the boardwalk and
picnic area
There were many suggestions for improvement to the woods although for some
participants it was important that the woods were not overdeveloped
The importance of encouraging more people including hospital patients to use
and benefit from the woods was stressed Many suggestions about ways to
enhance the woodland environment to make it more attractive engaging and
accessible were made during the research These included developing new and
more accessible paths improving signage to the woods and planting more trees
shrubs wild flowers and climbers
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In the wide field of ‘Improving Mental Health and Wellbeing’ as researched
developed and being implemented through a range of policies strategies and
programmes throughout Scotland by the Scottish Government NHS Scotland
Academic Institutions Local Authorities Agencies including Forestry
Commission Scotland and Scottish Natural Heritage Greenspace Scotland and
Paths to Health and a variety of nonGovernment organisations and groups and
projects there is a strong emphasis on looking at the mental health of the whole
population This puts mental health in context and relates both causes and
treatments to the whole population and reduces categorisation stigma and
exclusion However within care and treatment as provided by the key providers
there are nevertheless patients and service users who experience definable and
longlasting mental ill health and people who due to personal situations – and to
some extent as a result of inappropriate care and treatment in the past –
experience debilitating symptoms and behaviour on a daytoday basis Blarbuie
Woodland – and this Health Research – promotes and reflects a wide community
using the Woods yet a key target group is those people residing at the Hospital
and using the Woods and other service users in the area participating in the
Woodland activities on a regular basis including some that are Sectioned under
the Mental Health Act
From the words spoken by some of the interviewees it is easy and appropriate
enough to pinpoint some people who are in the key target groups and some who
are relevant professionals The messages provided by all these people point at
approaches that can be developed and duplicated at Blarbuie and elsewhere

The Participants enjoy being active in the open air in a setting that is safe and
accessible in every sense Being physically active improves their general sense of
health Interaction with other participants and workers volunteers contractors
and woodland staff and members enhances their sense of worth confidence and
happiness Being involved in decisionmaking and learning new skills increase
their confidence and motivation Being in
the woodland setting and involved in its
development enhances their mental health
and wellbeing
The Health Professionals are aware that
open air recreation and activity – and
contact with nature – improves the mental
health of their patients They point to the
values of fresh air and outdoor work in terms of health and confidence They
talk about the state of ‘mindfulness’ being especially possible in the woodland
environment – being in the present untroubled by past trauma or anxiety over
the future They express the view that ongoing treatment of hospital patients is
not only enhanced by the proximity of the Woodland but that the environment
of the Woodland could be ideal for closer and better interaction between
professionals and patients
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Appendix  Participant’s Information Sheet

 Shandwick Place Edinburgh EH RT Tel:    
Email: hugh@reforestingscotlandorg

Woods for All: Blarbuie Woodland Project at Argyll and Bute Hospital

IMPACT OF WORKING IN AND USING THE BLARBUIE WOODLAND ON
HEALTH AND WELL BEING
PARTICIPANTS’ INFORMATION SHEET
This information leaflet tells you about research into the impact of working in or using
the woodland on people’s health and well being This research has been designed and is
being carried out by the people who are involved in developing and maintaining the
woodland It is supported by the Scottish Community Action Research Fund (SCARF)
SCARF is funded by Communities Scotland and managed by the Scottish Community
Development Centre
What is the Blarbuie Woodland Project?
The Blarbuie Woodland project is restoring and enhancing the woods around Argyll and Bute Hospital
The project is run by Reforesting Scotland in partnership with the Scottish Association for Mental
Health Argyll Green Woodworkers Association NHS Highland and Lochgilphead Community Council
We have groups working on paths on woodland management on timber construction on signage and
on environmental education We welcome visitors and groups of people and individuals wanting to
join in

Why is this research being done?
We want to find out what the impact of being in the woods is on people’s health and
well being We therefore want to talk to people who visit the woods to walk or sit or
look at the trees and other wildlife and to ask them about their experiences of using
the woods We are also interviewing people who regularly work in the woods or
contribute in other ways to the Blarbuie Project
The research will help us develop the woodlands in ways that maximise the health
benefits for the people who use and work in the woods and to tell other individuals
and groups about woodland development and work The research is designed and
carried out by a group of people who are involved in the woodland project as workers
and volunteers and so is also intended to increase the skills and confidence of members
of the Blarbuie woodland community
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Do I have to take part?
No it is entirely up to you whether you take part in the research If you decide not to
take part then this will not affect any services or activities that you are involved in eg
as a volunteer or worker at Blarbuie woodland project
What will taking part involve?
It will involve taking part in an interview that will last about  minutes We will ask
you to sign a form to say you consent to taking part in the research If you want to
have someone you know with you to help you take part you are welcome to do so
We would like to record the interview using audio equipment but if you have any
objection to this we can make written notes of the interview The people who will be
interviewing you have taken part in research training including rules about keeping
information confidential
What will happen to the information I give you?
The audio recordings will be used to make a written record of the interview Any
names or anything that might identify you will be removed The information will be
stored securely and only used for the research It will be destroyed within a year of the
completion of the research The information will be used to write reports and give
presentations about Blarbuie woodlands We will ask you if we can reproduce quotes
from your interview for reports and presentations but will not include these if you
would prefer us not to
How will I find out about the findings of the research?
A research report will be written and there will be summaries of the report a local
presentation about the findings and information on the Reforesting Scotland web site
The findings will be available in late / early  
How can I find out more about the Blarbuie Woodland project and its research?
Please contact:
Hugh Fife


hugh@reforestingscotlandorg

Reforesting Scotland
is a company limited by guarantee with charitable status SC Company Reg No SC 
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Appendix  Consent Form

58 Shandwick Place, Edinburgh EH2 4RT
Tel: 0131 220 2500 Email: hugh@reforestingscotland.org
Woods for All: Blarbuie Woodland Project at Argyll and Bute Hospital
IMPACT OF WORKING IN AND USING THE BLARBUIE WOODLAND ON HEALTH
AND WELL BEING
PARTICIPANTS’ CONSENT FORM
This form is to help check that everything you might want to know about this study has
been explained to you. It is also to show that you have agreed to take part in an
interview.
Please tick
Yes
No
I am over 16
I have been told what the research is about and understand the purpose of the interview
I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I can withdraw at any time.
I understand that any information I provide will be treated as confidential
I agree to the interview being tape recorded
I agree that some of the things I say may be quoted when the research is reported
I agree to take part in the research

___________________

____________________

Name of participant

Signature

___________________

____________________

Name of researcher

Signature
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